
[13 December, 2006] RAJYA SABHA 

That the Bill further t<5 amend the Indian Telegraph Act, 1985, as passed by Lok 

Sabha, be taken into consideration. 

Sir, the fundamental ...(Interruptions)... providing access to basic 

...(Interruptions)... services to the people in rural and remote areas at an 

affordable and reasonable price. ...(Interruptions)... It is witnessing a 

...(Interruptions)... The overall teledensity has increased from 

...(Interruptions)... 

The question was proposed. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Now ...(Interruptions)... 

_________ 

MATTER RAISED WITH PERMISSION—Contd. 

Mercy Petition Of Afzal In The Parliament Building Attack Case 

THE MINISTER OF HOME AFFAIRS (SHRI SHIVRAJ V. PATIL): Sir, I want to 

respond. (Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Do you want to respond? ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI SHIVRAJ VISHWANATH PATIL: Yes, Sir. ...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : He wants to respond. …(Interruptions)… 
/��5D, �ह R�� �हI ह& B...(4�!	
�)... '� ,� �ह�	 %	ह , �ह ...(4�!	
�)... It is not 

correct. …(Interruptions) ,��� �
� �  '��� ����:� �	���, 
ह ����:� /� �C and you 

have mentioned…(Interruptions)…  

 "  #��ह� ��7  : ��N4� �	� )� ��4�� �हI �/�	 ��	 @	...(4�!	
�)... -� )� 
��4�� �हI �/�	 ,	 �ह	 ह&...(4�!	
�)... 

 "  �0��
0��: �ह $ह� �हI ह&...(4�!	
�)... This  not correct. 

(Interruptions)This is not correct.(Interruptions) �ह $ह� �हI ह&...(4�!	
�)... I 

request you… (Interruptions)… This is not correct. (Interruptions) This is not 
correct (Interruptions) ,��� �
� �	 ���L$ /��� ह	�$ �� �F8L�. ���	 $ह� �हI 
ह&...(4�!	
�)... '� ,	>D...(4�!	
�)... '� ,	>D...(4�!	
�)... /��5D, �ह $ह� �हI 
ह&...(4�!	
�)... '� ह	�$ �� stall ���	 %	ह�� हQ, ���,D...(4�!	
�)... �ह ��4�0 4 $ह� 
�हI ह&...(4�!	
�)... If you want, the hon. Home Minister can 
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respond. (Intenruptions) �
�.� L �� ��,��$ ���	 ह&, '� o$� �
&p%� �हI �� $��� 
हQ...(4�!	
�)... It is not right on your part. (Interruptions) It is not right. 

(Interruptions) '� '$�� )� $0��� �� �&�	� �हI हQ...(4�!	
�)... �ह ��	  ह&...(4�!	
�)... 
ह�� ����8L� '�$� /��	 %	ह�� हQ �� '� $0��	 �हI %	ह�� हQ...(4�!	
�)... '� 
N��FD...(4�!	
�)... -ह40
	�4�	 ,�, �ह -ON	 �हI ह&...(4�!	
�)...  I am very sorry 

about it. (Interruptions) I am very sorry. (Interruptions) This is not correct. 

(Interruptions) This is not correct. (Interruptions) Mr. Ahluwalia, you cannot say that. 

(Interruptions) You cannot say that. (Interruptions) 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: You called the Minister for Communications. 

(Intenvptions) 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Yes, I have called him. (Interruptions) I can. 

...(Interruptions)... You are not to question ...(Interruptions)... I can call the Minister. 

...(Interruptions)... No. ...(Interruptions)... Please ...(Intenvptions)... This business is 

over ...(Interruptions)... I have declared that the Zero-Hour is over. ...(Interruptions)... 

I have called the Minister ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: How ...(Interruptions)... . 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You cannot question it ...(Interruptions)... You 

have no right to question under the Rules ...(Interruptions)... You have not right 

...(Interruptions)... Whatever you say, it cannot go on ...(Interruptions)... The 

Home Minister wants to reply ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: We demanded answers from the Home Minister, 

but you called the Communications Minister. How can you do it? 

...(Intenvptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please listen to me ...(Interruptions)... Please 

listen to me, Mr. Ahluwalia ...(Interruptions)... This is Zero-Hour 

...(Interruptions)... No. ...(Interruptions)... I again appeal to you 

...(Intenvptions)... What you are doing is wrong ...(Interruptions)... What you are doing 

is wrong ...(Interruptions)... Please, don't do it. ...(Interruptions)... Rules are 

there. I am following the rules hundred per cent. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: You follow the rules. ...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I am following the rules. If you want to break 
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the rules, you can break the rules. ...(Interruptions)... it is not my 

...(Interruptions)... I called the Zero-Hour ...(Interruptions)... In the BAC you 

have taken ...(Interruptions)... Forget about it. ...(Interruptions)... If the House is 

in order, the Minister wants to reply. But you don't want to listen to him. 

...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: This is their attitude. (Interruptions)  

"  �7!�
� ! . 0
�?+ (�>ह #�* ) : f���, �ह0� ह� �ह{
�*�. �0�	 �ह	� �� �R	�	 ��	 
ह& �� >$ �	�4� �� $/� �  �घ	� ��  $/8�G �� -���--��� �
%	� �5� ह0D हQB o$	 )� �ह	 ��	 
ह& �� >$ �� $��	� �� ��	 ���� ह&, 
ह 8�qL �� ? �Q �F� ���	 $� �ह�	 %	ह*��	 �� ,� �0 N )� 
�Q �ह	� ��	�� ,	 �ह	 ह*�, '� $0� 4 , �$��  �	/ -�� '���  �� �  ��C :��	 ह&, �� �$�� %%z 
)� ह� $��� ह& �	 �$��  t�� 7p� )� �*N� ,	 $��� हQ, ��� ��% �� -�� �हI >�L�;:� � ह� �� 
R�� �	� ह&B 

 $�$� �ह4� �	� �� �ह ह& �� �,� 4��G �� >$ $/� ��  �4D, ह� $� 4��G ��  �4D 
-��	 ��4/	� �/�	 ह&, ���� ह��� ', �	/ ���	 ह& �� ���� ह��� fc	�,�4 -T�� �� ह&B 
���� $�$� �ह4� >?8�/0' >$ ह	�$ ��, >$ $/� �� �ह��� �� �ह ,� �,���	 ह&, �,� 4��G �� 
/*$�G ��  �4D ��4/	� ���	, 
ह -��� �� �  ��	D �5  �� ,� )� �)� ��C o$	 ��4/	� ���	 
ह& �	 �,$ �ह8$� ��  4�� -��� /�: ��  �4D ��4/	� ���� हQ, ����  �4D '/� �� )	
�	 �5 , �� 
�$$� /*$�� 4��G �� )� �ह0� �	� ���� ��  �4D 7�{$	ह� ��4�	 ह&B D� �	� ,� '��� �हI 
�R	C, ��� '� �0V� $/� �  ��4�� ��  �4D >��	 -ON	 �S�	 /� �ह� हQ,>$�4D �ह�	 %	ह*��	 �� 
�0V� ��	�	 ��	 ह& �� �0 N 4��G �	 �ह�	 ह& ���� ,� �	ह� ��4�� %	�हD @�, 
ह �0 N �हI 
��4� ह&B ,ह	� �� �&$� �	 $
	4 ह&, 
ह �*�� ��  �*�� �	ह�, $	� 4	5, 'R 4	5, /$ 4	5 ,� 
)� /��	 @	, 
ह $� �0 N �/�	 ��	 ह&, ��� ��r�4 ��� ��  �	�� �  �0 N �ह	 ��	 ह&, �%S�� $	ह� �� 
)� �ह	, f���� $����	 ,� ��  �	$ )� �D @�, ���� �	$ )� 
ह �ह4�-�ह4� 'D @� B �Q�� �$��  �	�� 
�  �0 N �/� �R	�� �� �ह	 @	B ', )� �Q $/� �  �ह�	 %	ह*��	 �� ,� )� >$ �	�4� �   ���� 
�/��� ह&, $��	� �� M� $� 
ह /*� �� ,	D�� �� ,� )� �// ���	 '
p�� ह&, ह� ,6� 
�� �� B  

 "  �0��
0�� : 
ह D� $	4 $�, 4	8L C�� )� >$� 13 �/$��� �� �+हG�� �ह ��r�4 
��� ��, ���	 @	 B �� �$�� ,�	 ,\/� ��
	 / B...(4�!	
�)... 

 "  �7!�
� ! . 0
�?+ : $�,�ह ,� �	�4	 ह& �	T4�	� L $�|� L��DL ��  �	$ ह& B -�� 
���� �	$ ' ��	, �� ,ह	� �,$ ����8L�� �� /��	 ह&, /��� �$�  �� ��B �0V� ,� ��	�	 ��	 @	, 

ह 
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�ह �� ��r�4 ��� �	 4	>$ $ /��� ��  �	�� �  ,� �	�.
	C ���� @�, 
ह �*�� ह� �C ह&, ��� ���� 
,��� ��4�� �  �हI �/��� ह& �� >$�4D ��r�4 ��� �हI 4� �ह	 ह&B �� ,��� /��� �  )� ,� )� 
ह� �	�.
	C ����  �// �� $��� हQ, 
ह ह� ,H� �� �� B  

/*$�� �	�, �Q �ह	� �ह�	 %	ह*��	, 
ह �ह ह& �� �ह	� �� �F� �	�*� �� ,	��� 
	4� ह�	�� $	@� 
�&R�  ह0D हQ, 
� -ON� ��ह $� ,	��� हQ B �ह Clemency petition 7�$�F L $	ह� ��  �	$ ,	�� ��  �	/ 

ह ह�� ����8L�� ��  �	$ )�,	 ,	�	 ह& �� ह�� ����8L�� �  
ह ���L:� '�� ��  �p%	� 
ह 
7	�� $��	� �� )�,	 ,	�	 ह& �� ���� �$��  t�� ��	 �	� ह&, 
ह �	��� ,	�� ह& B 
ह �	� '�� 
��  �p%	� ��ह ���	4� �� �	�*� ���	4� �$��  t�� �
%	� ����  -��� ,� �	� ��	�� हQ, 
ह 
�	� ,� ह& /�: ��  $Y�	���� �	qr��� ,� �� )�,� ,	�� ह& �� 
ह	� �� �x� x	��4 �F$�,� 
ह��	 ह&, �$��  �0�	��� ह��	 ह& B �Q �F� ���	 $� �ह�	 %	ह*��	 �� �ह ,� ��L�:�$ �	qr��� ,� 
��  �	$ 'C हQ, 
ह D� ��L�:� �हI ह&, �	/	 ��L�:�$ हQ, ���-%	� $� )� �	/	 ��L�:�$ हQ B 
�� $	�� ���L:�$ �� )� ह��� /�5�	 �F��	 �� �$�� �	� ह��� �ह	� �� ,� $��	� ह&, 
�,/�� �� ह��� �� 
,ह $� '$	�� $� �$�� ���
	��, ह� Law Ministry ��  $	@ %%z ����  
�$ �� -��	 ,� �� ह&, 
ह ,6� ,\/� $� ,\/� /��� �	 ह�	�	 7�	$ �ह��	 B ��� �Q �ह ��	�	 
%	ह�	 ह*� , �$ �� ह�	�� �(� �&R� ह0D $	@� �y��,� � हG, �� ह��� ,� �D /$ $	4 ��  '��F� 
���	4� हQ �$�� /�5�� ह0D �Q '��� ��	�	 %	ह*��	 �� ��C mercy petition Nह $	4 , $	� 
$	4 $� �ह4� �F$	>F �ह� ह0C ह& �� >$�  ह�...(4�!	
�)... 

"  ��! 7��� B�
� ( ��ह	�) : ,��4 
&� ��  �� $ �  ���	 @	...(4�!	
�)...  13 घ�L� �   B... 
(4�!	
� ) ... 

"  �0��
0�� : '� �&�RD B...(4�!	
�)... No, no, Mr. Prasada, please listen to 

him. …(Interruptions)… �+हG�� ���
�8L...(4�!	
�)...  

"  �7!�
� ! . 0
�?+ : -� /��5D, '� �0V� ��4�� �हI /� �ह� हQ B...(4�!	
�)... 

SHRI MANOHAR JOSHI: Do you want to delay the matter? 
...(interruptions)... 

SHRI   SHIVRAJ   VISHWANATH   PATIL:   Please   hear  me. 

...(Interruptions)... 

"  �0��
0�� : ���� ��4�� �� /��,D B...(4�!	
�)... �*�� �	� �� $0��D B...(4�!	
�)... 
What is this ? ���� ,� �� ��4�� /��,D B ...(4�!	
�)...  

"  �!�� ��?�
� (�y� 7/�:) : '� -x,4 �� ��$�...(4�!	
�)... �ह �4� �	� ह& 
B...(4�!	
�)... 
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"  �!E# !#F (�9� 7/�:) : '� ��$� >$�� ��G ��4	�� हQ B...(4�!	
�)... 

"  ��.��.�ह+/!
�+�
 : $�,...(4�!	
�)...  

"  �!�� ��?�
� : '� -x,4 �� ����  $	@ �� ,�F  B...(4�!	
�)...  

"  ��� #
G (V	�5�F) : '� �ह �� ���D B...(4�!	
�)...  

"  �0��
0�� : ���� $�V �  �ह �	� �हI '�� �� '� o$� ��$ ��ह $� ,
	� 4 �� 
B...(4�!	
�)... This is not proper. …(Interruptions)… please sit down. 

…(Interruptions)… ���� ,� �� ��4�� �� /��,D B...(4�!	
�)... 

SHRI SHIVRAJ V. PATIL: There is some problem with these people. 

...(Interruptions)... Hear me. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI MANOHAR JOSHI: No action will be taken... (Interruptions)... 

SHRI SHIVRAJ V. PATIL: Hear me. ...(Interruptions)... Please hear me. 

...(Interruptions)... Hear me first. ...(Interruptions)... You have to hear me. ... 

(Interruptions)... You should have the courtesy to hear me. ...(Interruptions)... 

"  �0��
0�� : '� ���� ,� �� ��4�� �� /��,D B...(4�!	
�)... �	 �� '� ���4D �	 
ह�� ����8L� $	ह� �� ��4�� /��,D B...(4�!	
�)... �� $0��	 �हI %	ह��, ह� ��	 ��  
B...(4�!	
�)... '� �&�RD B...(4�!	
�)... Nothing will go on record. �� ,� )� ��4 �ह� 
हQ, 
ह ���	F. �� �हI ,	D�	 B...(4�!	
�)...  

"  �!�� ��?�
�:*  

"  �!E# !#F :* 

"  ��� #
G:* 

"  9:�
�
�( 0
�( (�F�$	):* 

"  �7!�
� ! . 0
�?+ : >$��4D �Q�� :06'� �  �ह	 �� ���� �	� �*�� $0��� ��  �	/ '� 
��हD B...(4�!	
�)... '� $0��� �� �हY�� �हI �5 �ह� हQ B...(4�!	
�)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You are not interested in knowing the answer. You are 

only interested in interrupting him. .^.(Interruptions)... You are not interested 

...(Intenvptions)... 

*Not recorded. 
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"  �!�� ��?�
� :* 

"  9:�
�
�( 0
�( :* 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Nothing is going on record. ...(Intenvptions)... Nothing 

is going on record. ...(Interruptions)... 

"  �!�� ��?�
� :* 

"  �0��
0�� : ��L�	� ,�, '� ,� �� �ह� हQ, $ह� �हI हQ, ��\�0 4 $ह� �हI ह& 
B...(4�!	
�)...  

"  �7!�
� ! . 0
�?+ : ��$)	��� �ह�/�, �0V� ���� �	� �*�� ���� �	 �S�	 ��4�	 %	�हD 
B...(4�!	
�)... �Q �ह �ह�	 %	ह*��	 �� >+हG�� ,��4 
&� �� �	� �� ह&, �Q ��	�	 %	ह�	 ह*� �� 
f� �	,�
 �	�(� ,� ��  �F.� �� $ �  ,� x	>4 'C @� $��	� ��  �	$...(4�!	
�)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: No, no; he has not yielded. ...(Interruptions)... He has 

not yielded. I will not allow you. ...(Interruptions)... He has not yielded. 

...(Interruptions)... He has not yielded. ...(Interruptions)... 

"  �7!�
� ! . 0
�?+ : %	� $	4 �� �F� �ह� �� �$�	 ,
	�...(4�!	
�)...   

SHRI ARUN JAITLEY (Gujarat): Sir, ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI SHIVRAJ V. PATIL: I will yield to you, Mr. Jaitley. ...(Interruptions)... I will 

yield to you, Mr. Jaitley. ..^Interruptions)... Mr. Jaitley, I yield to you. Please make 

your point. ...(Interruptions)... Mr. Jaitley, I will yield to you. You make your 

point. ...(Interruptions)... 

5
.#/�+  #��ह� ��7  :* 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Should I not give him the opportunity? 

...(Interruptions)... Whatever you have heard, let him complete. Only then can you 

ask. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI SHIVRAJ V. PATIL: For four years the file was pending with the 

Government. ...(Interruptions)... For four years, the Rajiv Gandhi's 

assassination file was pending with the Government ...(Interruptions)... For four 

years ...{Interruptions)... Sir, please don't allow ...(Interruptions)... It has been 

pending with the Government. ...(Interruptions)... 

*Not recorded. 
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SHRI ARUN JAITLEY:* 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Only what the Home Minister says will go on 

record. ...(Interruptions)... Nothing will go on record. ...(Interruptions).. �ह ��	 �� 

�ह� हQ '� ?...(4�!	
�).... 

SHRI SHIVRAJ V. PATIL: I yield to you, Mr. Jaitley. You make your 
point. ...(Interruptions)... Mr. Jaitley, I yield to you. Make your point. 
...(Interruptions)...  

"  �0��
0�� : �ह ��	 �� �ह� हQ '� B...(4�!	
�)... � '� ह�� ����8L� �� $0��� 
हQ...(4�!	
�)... 

SHRI SHIVRAJ V. PATIL: I am yielding to you, Mr. Jaitley. You make your 
point. ...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Nothing will go on record. Only what the Home 

Minister says will go on record. ...(Interruptions).*. 

SHRI SHIVRAJ V PATIL: I have yielded, Sir. ...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: He has yielded. ...(Interruptions)... Only the 

reply of the Home Minister will go on record. Nothing except what the Home 

Minister is saying, is going on record. ...(Interruptions)... Nothing will go on 

record. ...(Interruptions)... Only the reply of the Home Minister is going on record. 

...(Interruptions)...Or\\y what the Home Minister is saying is going on record. 

...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI JANARDHANAPOOJARY(Karnataka): Sir,... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: No, no, no. Mr. Poojary, please sit down. 

...(Interruptions)...  . 

SHRI SHIVRAJ V PATIL: Mr. Jaitley, I yield to you. You make your point. 

...(Interruptions)... Mr. Jaitley, you make your point. I require your 

...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Instead of listening to him, you are disturbing him. 

..(Interruptions)... 

DR. MURLI MANOHAR JOSHI:* 

*Not recorded. 
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MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Nothing will go on record. ...(Interruptions)... Only 

what the Home Minister says will go on record ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI SHIVRAJ V. PAUL: The Rajiv Gandhi assassination case was 

pending for four years. ...(Interruptions)... I sent to the Rashtrapatiji 

...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Only what the Home Minister says will go on 

record. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI SHIVRAJ V. PATH: Only two months' time has elapsed. 

...(Interruptions)... I yield to Mr. Jaitley. ...(Interruptions)... You make your point. 

...(Interruptions)...Mr. Jaitley,! yield to you. ...(Interruptions)... You make your 

point. ...(Interruptions)... 

"  �0��
0�� : '� �ह ��	 �� �ह� हQ ?...(4�!	
�)... � ह�� ����8L� �� $0��� हQ �� � 
-��� �	� ���� हQ...(4�!	
�)... Nothing will go on record. ...(Interruptions)... Only 

what Home Minister says will go on record. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI ARUN JAITLEY* 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: He is replying. But you are disturbing him. 
...(Interruptions)... 

5
.#/�+  #��ह� ��7  :* 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Nothing will go on record. ...(Interruptions)... 

"  �!�� ��?�
� :* 

"  #��ह� ��7  :*  

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Only what the Home Minister says will go on 
record. ...(Interruptions)... '� ���� ��4�� �� /��,D...(4�!	
�)... ���ह� ,�:� 
,�,��	 '� ���� ��4�� / �� ? �ह ��	 �	� हQ...(4�!	
�)... '� ह� >$ ��ह �	 �	� �� �ह� 
हQ...(4�!	
�)... 

SHRI SHIVRAJ V. PATIL: This is how they want to discuss this issue. 

...(Interruptions)... This is how they want to discuss this issue. 

...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Nothing will go on record. ...(Interruptions)... Nothing 

will go on record. ...(Interruptions)... 

*Not recorded. 
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SHRI SHIVRAJ V. PAUL: Sir, I am going to submit in writing what I have not 

been allowed to say, let it go on record. ...(Interruptions)... Let it be recorded 

and let it go to the people. ...(Interruptions)... These are not. ...(Interruptions)... 

These are taken care of ...(Interruptions)... They have referred to General 

Vaidya's case. ...(Interruptions)... I want to ask: What was done in the former 

Prime Minister's assassination case ...(Interruptions)... by the previous 

Government? ...(Interruptions)... This Government has sent to the Rashtrapatiji 

...(Interruptions)... This Government has disposed it of ...(interruptions)... I am 

not making :.(Interruptions)... We have not heard of ...(Interruptions)... A point 

was raised by one of the hon. Members. >. ...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Nothing will go on record. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI SHIVRAJ V. PATIL: Sir, I am going to say that the law will take its own 

course. ...(Interruptions)... There is a Constitution and a law which will be 

followed in strict principle and then only a decision will be taken. 

...(Interruptions)... Now the Supreme Court has said that any decision taken by 

the Government can be challenged in a court of law. ...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: The House stands adjourned till 2 o'clock. 

The House then adjourned at thirty-seven minutes past twelve of the  

clock till two of the clock. 

 

The House reassembled at two of the clock, 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN in the Chair. 
 

"  ��.��.�ह+/!
�+�
 : �ह�/�, $/� �� �	�.
	ह� ', 4�% ��� $� �ह4� �R �C @�, 
��G�� ', 13 �/$Y�� �	 �0�	 �R	 @	...(4�!	
�)...  

"  �0��
0�� : 
ह �� ह� ��	 B...(4�!	
�)...  

"  ��.��. �ह+/!
�+�
 : $�$/ �� �}	 ���� ह0D ,� :ह�/ ह0D @� ����  ���
	� 
	4G �� 
D� -\L���L� �/�	 ह0' @	 �� -��...(4�!	
�)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: This is not the subject before us. 

(Interruptions). 

"  ��.��. �ह+/!
�+�
 : �+हG�� �	qr��� )
� ,	�� -��� �&F4 
	��$ �� �/D B ,� 

,�4�	
	4	 �	� �  घL�	 घL� @� �� ��
+��	@ L&��� �� -��	 �&F4 
	��$ ���	 @	 B 1984 ��  

/��G � ...(4�!	
�)... 
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MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Nothing will go on record. (Interruptions). 

Nothing will go on record. 

'� �&�RD...(4�!	
�) �	,�
 ,�, '� �&�RD �...(4�!	
�) -ह40
	�4�	 ,�, �&R ,	>D 
B...(4�!	
�) '��� ��4 �/�	, �$ ह� ��	 B...(4�!	
�) �	�� ,�, �&�RD, '� �&�RD � B /��5D 
��,��$ %4�� /��,D B...(4�!	
�) '� �&�RD B �	�� ,�, '� ���4D B...(4�!	
�) 

SHRI SHANTARAM LAXMAN NAIK (Goa): Mr. Deputy Chairman, Sir, the 

Indian Telegraph (Amendment) Bill, 2006...(Interruptions). 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : Please sit down. /��5D, ,��� �
� ��  �	/ '��� 
�*�	 D� घ�L	 >$��  t�� 4� �4�	, ,� �0 N �ह�	 @	 �ह �/�	 B /��5D, �
�.� L ��,��$ ���	 
)� �ह0� ,H�� ह& B...(4�!	
�) '� ,� �&$�, /��	 %	ह�� हQ, /� �/�	 , -� ��,��$ ���� /��,D, 
>$�� ह�	�� �,Y��/	�� ह& B...(4�!	
�) '� �&�RD, ;4�,B /��5D �ह0� �F8L�. ह� ��	 ह	�$ 
B...(4�!	
�) ���ह� ,�:� ,�, '� �� 8���� @�, -� 4��,84��L
 ��,��$ )�, ���	 ह& B ,��� 
�
� ��  �	/ D� घ�L	 �ह$ ह0C, -� �$��  �	/ �� L�+�* ���	 $ह� ह��	 ? ...(4�!	
�) This is 

not the subject before us.(Interruptions). Please sit down. '� �&�RD �	�� 
,�,...(4�!	
�) Please sit down. I am on my legs. /��5D, >$ $�,��L �� ,��� �
� 
��  �	/, for one hour we discussed that -� '� ,� �R	 �ह� हQ, this matter is not 

there on the agenda of the House.  

 "  �!�� ��?�
� :* 

 �0��
0�� : ��$ �ह$	� $� ह&, �&L� ��$ �ह$	� $� ह& ? ...(4�!	
�)... D� �� 
�हI, $	�� /�: �� ����  $	@ �$Y��@� ह&, $	�� /�: �� ', ���� fc	�,�4 /� ह& B...(4�!	
�)... 
', �,+हG�� ,��� �
� �	 ���L$ �/�	 @	, �+ह  opportunity /� ��� B >$��  �	/ 
4��,84��L
 ���,��$ :0H ह� ��	 ह& B...(4�!	
�)...  

 "  ��.��. �ह+/!
�+�
 :* 

 "  �0��
0�� : ��ह ����...(4�!	
�)... '� ,	��� हQ...(4�!	
�)... ;4�,, '� 
���4D B...(4�!	
�)... -ह40
	�4�	 ,�, '� ���L$ /��,D,...(4�!	
�)... '� H\$ ��  
�ह$	� $� �0V� ��	>D ��$ H4 $� '�...(4�!	
�)... -�� '� ���L$ /  �� �Q ह�� 
����8L�...(4�!	
�)... H\$ ��  �ह$	� $� ह�� ����8L� $	ह� ,
	� / �� B...(4�!	
�)...  

*Not recorded. 
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"  #��ह� ��7  :* 

"  �0��
0�� : /��5D, ,�:� ,�, �ह �	� �हI ह& B...(4�!	
�)... �	�	��$	�� ,�, 
...(4�!	
�)... Mr. Narayanasamy, please sit down. /��5D, ,�:� ,�, '��� ,� )� 
$/� �  �R	�	 ह&, H\$ ह&, '��� >,	,� ह&, '� �R	 $��� हQ B -�� �ह �	�4	 �R	�	 ह& �� 
'� H\$ ��  �ह$	� $� ���L$ /��,D �� �R	>D B...(4�!	
�)...  

"  ��.��. �ह+/!
�+�
 :*  

�0��
0�� : 
ह ���L$ >$��  t�� �हI @	 B...(4�!	
�)... '� �4 ���L$ 
/��,D B...(4�!	
�)... �$��  t�� ���L$ /��,D...(4�!	
�)... ���L$ /��,D 
B...(4�!	
�)... '� ��	 ���	 %	ह�� हQ ?...(4�!	
�)... ��	 %	ह�� हQ,���4D 
'�...(4�!	
�)... ह�� ����8L� �ह	� �हI हQ, �Q ��	 ���� �ह	� �04	t�  ?...(4�!	
�)... ह�� 
����8L� �ह	� �हI हQ B...(4�!	
�)... '�� �& $� ��	D��� ? H4 �हI ह& B '� �ह �ह� हQ �� ��ह 
���� 'D� ...(4�!	
�)... Ahluwaliaji, you are a senior member. You know the 

rules very will…(Interruptions) 
ह �� ��4 �/�	 ह& B ����� �	� ��4 �� ? ...(4�!	
�)... 
����� �	� '� ��4 �� ?...(4�!	
�)... �$��  t�� ���L$ /� B ...(4�!	
�)... '� ���L$ 
/��,D B ...(4�!	
�)... '� ,� �ह �ह� हQ,��ह ���� '�� ��	D��� 4���� ��$ H4 ��  �ह� 
��	D� ?...(4�!	
�)... '� ���4D H4 ��L ���,D, �,$ H4 ��  t�� ��ह ���� 
�ह	�...(4�!	
�)... Mr. Naik '� ���4D B...(4�!	
�)... 

_________ 

THE INDIAN TELEGRAPH (AMENDMENT) BILL, 2006—Contd. 

SHRI SHANTARAM LAXMAN NAIK (Goa): Sir, I rise to support the Indian 

Telegraph (Amendment) Bill, 2006...(Interruptions). This Bill has a very limited 

scope...(Interruptions). This Bill seeks to replace the words "Obligation to 

provide access to basic telegraph services"...(Interruptions) Now, 

Sir,...(Interruptions). 

"  �0��
0�� : -� N��FD B '� ��ह��	�� ����  %0� ��हD B...(4�!	
�)... 

"  ��.��.�ह+/!
�+�
 (V	�5�F) : '��� $��	� ��**>$�4D ह� >$ $/� $� 
	� 
'�L ���� हQ B 

*Not recorded. 

*Expunged as oredered by the Chair. 
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